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Natigrounb to tbe gutie

German is a living language, and the need for revision of the Secondary German
programmerfrom time to time, is obvious. Wiihin the last ten years, students' needs
have changed, away from the purely academic, to a more practical and applied use

. of the language. For instance, many Students want to.travel in German-speaking
countries, others wish to speak the language of Iheir parents' or ancestors' culture,
.or simply learn more abouf the culture pf their friends and neighbours. Also, viith
changing times, the content of the programmes needs up-dating; and, from the
many suggestions voiced by teachers and students of German alike, it has been ob-
vious that more contemporary pthgrammes will be apprecPated -by all, Finally, many
new materials with new approaches have becoine available.

V.



Moe of the guibe

.The guide consists of a set of goals and learning outcomes for the entire secondary.
Gerinan programme. In using the guide the following should be kept 141 mind:

1. The goals and igarning,outcomes are considered to be minimum requirements
for a full German programme i.e. if,the students are being given credit for a full
programme the ,school(s) must teach at least the levels of goals' and learning
outcothes indicated in the guide.
It is recognizek1 that each district may nat be able to offer the total programtne.
In that case an apompriaie number of levels should be offered.

The ten level system showing a sequential development for teiching German
allows for a maximum degree of decision-making at the local level because of
its flexibility. Depending*on-the type of piogramme offered by the district, the
levels coNld be adapted fpr:

a) a five year (8-12)progiimme
b) a four year (9-12) programme
c) a three year (10-12 or Beginners 11, 11-12) programme
d) semestered or full year programmes
e) a completely individualized level credit programme with students of

several levels mixed in the classroorn or other variations produced by
yistrict situations.

The chart on page 8 prdvides a number of selected alternative organizations for
a full district programme based on the levels and on the materials outlined' in
the list of prescribed materials. The relationthip of materials to the learning
outdornes is expancted on in the Resource Book available from Publication Ser-
vices, Department of Education, Victoria.

Districts Planning to offer German .at the grade 8 level shoUld see the Ad-
ministrative Bulletin for Secondary Schools section on languages at grade 8
and/or the ResourCe Book, indicated 'above.

The extent to which students aihieve the particular gdal. or learning outcome
.will depend oh their abilities, cultural backgrounds, maturity and interests.

5.. Because the German programme is a coniplex Continuum, the goals and lear-
ning outcomes are, not divided into courseS or giade levels. They are Intended
to'provide a suitable structure for course 'development and materials selection
at the local level.
It Is important that, within each district, the teachers of German discuss and
expand onsthe goals ind learning outcomes, ahd agree both on the emphasis to
be plaaed anti the number of levels to be approached in each grade.

Translation of goals and learning outcomes Into specific behavioral objectivei
and teaching strategies, course design, selection of texts, and evaluation
procedures are also.,topics for local discussion.

6. Die Quells, A Resource Book for Secondary German, is available to accompany
this guide from Publication Service,s, Dept. of Educatioti, 878 Viewfield Road,
Victorigi., B.C. This Resource Book contains such things as: suggested levels for
eac h-$-. r of the programme, annotated lists of prescribed materials, annotated
lists of other avapable materials, passible teaching strategies, possible f4lms,
sources of possible classroom aids, ete.

7. In I niplementing this "guide, teachers should keep in mihd that whatever
analytical divisions a curriculum guide might make for the purposes `of clarity,
such divisions obviously will nof dictate the way in which material is presented
in the classroom. 7,
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LEVEL
Vorwärts

Alternatives I
VorwSrts
Alt.ernative 11

Vorwàrts Deiatsch 20011
Alternative .111

. ,
vorwarts
Kurzfassung
Grade 8

Lessons 1-14

,

Vorwarts
liturzfassung
Grade 9

Lessons (1-24)
.

1

.

Deutsch 2000
Stage One

.

Beginner'S
German 11

.

.

.

.
,

4

.

-

.

3
Vorwarts

,.1(kurzfassung
Grade 9

.
.

Lessons 15-28
. Voiwairts

Kurzfassu fig
Grade 10
Lessons 25-28

' Vorwärts
Stage Three
Grade 10

Vorwärts
Stage Three .

.
Grade 10

.

6
s

"10$'40-;

Vorwirts
Stage Four

Gra e

VOrwArts
Stage Four

Grade 11

VorwArts
Stage Four

..
Grade 11

.

.

Vorwlirts
Stage Five
Grade 12

Vorwii.ris
Stage Five .

Grade 12

Vorwitirts
Stage Five
Grade 12
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tbe importante of ebatuation
e

.valuatiokn'-determines whether, and to what- extent, the learning outcomes have
been achieved. Part of its. purpose is to establish whether thqgmininium course
standards set by the district dr schdol have, been met but, as impdrtantly, its put--
'pose ,is to improve educational, decision making.

If 'knowledge of a test result; checOist, Or any other form of measurement does not
enable yoU to make a better decisibn, then the instrumerves little purpose and
midht juSt as well not be used. However, if you -ffitically ..examine these
measurements and umbine this data with information such as,your informal ob-
servations and judgments, you can make better decisions about teaching and lear-
ning.-

Some examples of how evaluation might'be used include:

1. determining student knowledge, skills, and attitudes at the start of a
course unit. This will-enable the instructional programme to be-tailored to
belh the needs of the individual and those of the group.

ongoing evaluation during a course or unitanables students to assess their.
Prcigress and teachers to diagnose weaknesSes 'and alter methods or
tiiatprials accbrdingly.

3. evaluation at the end of a ,course or unit enables the teachers to know the
degree to which outcomes have been achieved-and to make judgements on
the overall effectiveness of the instructional, programme.

,
Three audiences receive 'direct benefit from evaluatiOn: students who receive
Concrete information about thdir progressi- teachers who are able to rilan
programmes based.on factUal information;.and parents whit deserve a clear
statement of what students are `learning.

Spetifically within the'German programme, it is Important that teachers carefully
and systematically evalu'ate the speak(ing and listening areas as well as the reading
and writing areas.

Evaluation misused can be destructive.-Ivalualidn overused can interfere with the
process It .js designed to assist.. Evaluation not used,' however, denies teacher,
student, and parent-valuable information on progrdts being made. .

9
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PHILOSOPHY tIF. THe )1INGRAMME'

As the gccals of this guide icate, the principal focus bf the German, language
programme is on practical aMication of present day, spoken Tnd written, German,
although students. who have the desire to study the language at the university
should not be neglected. GERMAN, a positive and enjoyable learning eXperience,
sbould be the motto and tI5 facilitate that a thorough attempt has been made to for-
mulate learnLng outcomes which can be attained realistically by our students in

-
British Columbia.

GOALS

A goal is a general statement about the intention of the programme. An example is:

41to proVide the student witti sufficient vocabulary and structure to have a
basic comprehension of German, Obth spoken and written.'' d.

The goals of the 'Secondary German progr'amme are:

1,, To make second langua§e learning a satisfactbry, positive, and enjOyable ex-
perience.

2. To provide the student with sufficient vocabulary and structure to have a
basic comprehension of German, both spoken and written,

3. To Provide the student with.sufficient vocabulariand structure to be able to
Communicate in both spoken arid. written German in everyday life.

4. To provide the student with a knowledge of the basic structural similarities
and differences between German and English for the puniose of developing a
better understanding of and !appreciation for English. r."

5. To broaden the student's interests in life beyond local and nAtional horizons.

6. To provide the student with an awareness of the contributions of German-
speaking people to the culture of Canada.

7. To introduce a basic knowledge' of the geography..and culture of countries In

which German is the language m.of a ajor "element of the opulation. ,
4

B. To provide the student with language skills which 'mai be needed.either to
meet post-secondary requirements or to take advantage of 'vocational op-
Oortunities.. ,

4

9, -To provide the student with seCond language learning 'skills which may
facilitate the study of fUrther languages.

19. To intrbduce the student to traditional and contemporary litera y expression
both in German and in translation.

CEARNING OUTCOMES

A learning'outcoMe is a more specific statement relating to one or more of ttie
goals. It is studentcentred and inVit the general time frame within which. the
learninroutcomes should be acco ed, theleneral level of expertise desired,
and provides several example. An example of, a learning outcome is:



"By the end of LevelMile the.studeQt should be able to underStand
physical response to such commands and directions as:

'a) "Komm!"

b) "Geh!"
e) "Offne das Buch," etc. when presented orally.

EXAMPLES ARE NOT-INCLUSIVE

Many more examples should be
provided by the teather. This is
not intended as a checklist. ,

and make a

.,

4
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By the end of WEE ONE the student Should:

1. be 'able toatunderstand- simple words such as:
a,a). cdgnates like "Winter" ancL"Wind"

b) related words such as "beginnen'' and "Masse", etc.-
A

wherr presented orally.

sLev'el Ir

be able to Understand simple sentences containing cognates 'or related words
or those phrases which dan be deironstrated by action such as:

A

a) "Sie singen at

b) "Ich trinke Wasser."

A "Sie sind
when presented' orally.

3. be able to understand and make;a physical response to such commandS and
directions. as:

a) "Komm!"
b) "Geh!"

c) "offne ,das Buch!", etc.
when presented orally.

e L.
4. be able to recognize definite and indefinite articles as well as the use of "kein".

5. understand and enjoy common poems, nursery rhymes and songs such .as
tolksongs, .popular songs, and Christmas Carols:

6. be ab I e tO apply the nominative and accusative-illoes, singular, of definite ar-
ticles' such as:
a) "Der SchLilersieht die Lehrerin."
b) "Die Schillerin fragt den Lehrer."
c) "Das Kind nimmt das Bucgi.*, etc.

when presented orally.

7. 'be able to understand personal pronouns in the niatie case when presen-
ted orally, #

8., hays developed an oral awareness of such sounds as:
a) rhyming words.

b) .initial, medial, and terminal consonant sounds
c) distinctly phonetic vowel souals.

.13 t,
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By the, end of LEVEL ONE the student should;

peaking Let el 1

1. be able to use expressions (wards, phrases, sentences) by echoing and double
echoing the teicher's model.Moqt of thewords,wfll be cognates or related
words such as:
a) "B5r, Els"
b) "singen", etc.

2. be able to repeat simple sentences, which contain the nomlhative and ac-
cusative cases (the singular of the definite article), in the following patterns:
a) Subject/Vern "Ich sitze." 4

Der Junge schreibt."

ig) Subject/Verb/Object4Dle Dame tiffnet die Tür."

G) SubjciNerb/subject completion "Der Apfel ist rot." .

3, be able to respond orally to simple commands and directions sucil as:

a), "Komml lch komme."
b) "Offne das Buch! ich 8ffne das Buch.", etc.

4. be able tot use the persohal pronouns in the nominat vecase with, 9 limited
number of verbs, preferably cognates.

5. be able to recite the alphabet usineGerrnan pronunciation.

Reabing Lezal
By the end of /LEVEL ONE -the Student should:

1.. be a6le to "read" pictures and state, within die vocabulary learned orally, the
names of persons, animals, things, and actions Within thosti pictures such as:

a) t,der Junge, das Mlidchen"
b) "die Katze"
c) "das Auto4
d) "sagen", etc.

2. be able to read expressions (words, phrases, sentences) mastered

By the end Of ,LEVEL ONE the sudent should:

riting itzt11.
4

1. be able -to write expr.essions (word phrases, sentences) master0 orally.

2. know the basicrules of capitalizatio in he German language.

14
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By the end of LEVEL tWO the student should: R

1. be able to indicate an understanding of, by responding to such everyday ex-
. pFessions as:

a) "Wohin gehst du? .Nach....
b) "Wie ist das Wetter?"
c) "Hest du Hiinger?;', etc.

,2. be eble to understand some basic-nouns, and expressions, in such areas of tn -
terest as:
a) time, date .h) clothing
ti) weather 1) numbers

c) food, restaurants ) vocations
d) seasons .k) sclopping

.e) clisi objects' I) directions
f) travel m) colours, etc. .

g) home, family
when presented orally.

3. be able to recognize the difference between the familiar and formal address
(e.g. "du, Sie") when presented orally.

4. be, able to understand adjectives and adverbp in connection with the basic
areas of interest. Such items might include:

.
a) "gros, klein" (used *as a predicate adjective only).
b) "hell, dunkel" (used as predicate adjective only)
c) "heute,`morgen"
d) "sehr; schon", etc.
when presented., orally.

be able to understand common verbs (copula transitive, intransit ve) In the
present tense such as:

.3) sein d) kommen

:b) sahrelben e) fahren
c) gehen. f). lesen, etc.

6. be able to recrignize the basic interrogatives such as:
a) J'Wer

133 "Was 7ft

C) 14,en ?", etc.
.

when presented. orally.

7. be able to recognize the interrogatlte form when presented orally:
a) ."Kommst du?", etc.

15
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8. be able to recog9ize the neg ative form when it is presented oraplly:.

a) 'Ich welP/ich weip nicht.", etc:

9, be, able to recognize,the compound sttences using co-ordinate conjunctions
iuch as:
a) "und"
b) "oder"
c) "dean"
d) i"aber", etc. 4,

By 'the end of LEVEL TWO the student should:

*fitting ken,: 2
gf

1. be able to make independent oral use of simple expressions such as greetings
ind be able to engage in4,elementary conversations such as:

a) "Guten Tag.. Wie .geht's?... Danké gut."

b) "Wie heipt du? ... ich heipe ...", etcs 4

-be able to make independent' oral use of such basic sentence patterns as:
40.

"Ich bin Jahre

b) "Ich wohne in
qch gebe in die Schule, -nach Meuse", etc.

3. be able tO indePendently make simple oral 'statements relateci.to s ch areas of
P interest as;

a) time, dMe Ifome,^family

b) weather h) . numbers

G) foo4 restaurants I) *ocationS

d) seasons j) shopping,-
e) class objects k) directicfs

. f) tievel 4) colours, etc.'

Such .oral statements would be at aboUt the following level of difficulty:

a) "Wir haben heute gontag, den .1?

0) "Das Wetter ist schón. Die Sonne scheini."
c) ' Ich habe den FriihRng gerri..4

.-

d) "Der Bleistift lst kurz." ,

'e) "eins, zwel, drei, vier ... tauSend", etc.

att.

4. be able to.make appropriatewse of the formal "Sie" and the informal "du".

a)' "Wie heipen Sie? Ich beige Frau Schmidt.", etc.,

5. be able to memorize and recite 'Short passages, for,exacnpIe:

a) simple rhymes
b) simple dialoguesr
c) lyrics' of- popular songs, ,ett.

16



6. be able to correctly use the basic interrogAves such as:
a) "Wer ?"

b) "Was ?"

c) "Wen ?", etc.

*me

7. be able to.make correct use of the interrogative forin when speaking:
a). "Ha St du dein Buch?"
b) "Wo ist dein' Freundr, e c.

be able to make cOrrect use of the negitive form when speaking:
a) "I.ch shreibe nicht."

"lOh sprech Spanisch" or "Ich spreche kein Spanisch.", etc.

9. be able temake simple oral statemebts in inverted word order.

10. be-able to make simple oral statements using coordinate conjunctions.

By the end 'of LEVEL TWO fie siudilit should:

t*tobing Lez!el

1. be able to read a variety.of expressions (words, phrased, sentences) such ad:
a) "Herr Nagel"
b) "der Hund, das Fenster, die Maus"
c) "gehen, lesen, heiften"
d) "jr, nein, danke, auf Wiedersehén"
e) "Die Katze,trinkt die Milch", etc.

be able to read sequences of pictures and state withtn the vocabulary learned
orally, the names of persons, animals, and actions within the pictures.

3. Have developed some word attack skills for, analyzing 'newly encountered
words. Such skills would include:
a) being able tO read the letters of the alphabet.

identifying the function of ttie Umlaut (a, ö, 0, au) ip reading sudh words as
"die Hand", acid."die Mande", "das Buch" and "die Bücher", "tragen" and
"tragt",, etc.

f

By ,the ead of LEVEL TWO the student should:,
riting Let el 2'

1. be ,able to distinguish the letters of the alphabet when presented oral y and
write thein correctly.

2. be able to write appropriate expressions (words, phrases, sentences) referring
to pictures or objects from the centres of interest of the oral work.

1. know the written form of common greetings and idioms such as:
a) "Auf Wiedersehen."
b) "Wohin gehst du? fiaeh ..."
c) "Wo wohnen Sie?", etd.



lotting .anb unberotanbin
By the end of LEVEL THREE theA student should:

1. . be able to follow more Complex directions such as
a) "Schreil; de-inen Namen an die Tafel!"
b) "Schreibt eu.rse Narnen on die Tafell", etc.
when presented orelli

2. be able to reCognize the plural of a limited number of nouns and verbs such as:

Level 3

a) "die Hand die 1-46nde"
b) "wi( schreiben"
q) "SchreiVi ihrr. .

d) "Sle schreikent etc.
. ,

3. be able to recognize Simple structures in the 'strnple past and present perfect
when they ,ays preiented orally.
.a). "Gestern war Sonntag"
b) "Was ftait du . gemacht; getan, getrunken?", etc:

4. be able to recognize thelpossessive adjectives In the nominat ve and accusative
when they are presented orally.

"kel n"

b) "mein", etc. :

5. be able to recognlie "das" ast pronoun when presented orally.
. ,a) "Das jst

b), "Ich nehme das", etc.

6. be able,to understand ttge plural-forms of the definite and Indefinite articles in
the nominative and accusattve when Present ! orally.

s,
a) "keine Bücher"
b) "den Nfenschen", etc.

7. be able to underitand prepositions.with the accusative when pressnted orally.
a); "lids" d) "far"
b) . "durce p) "gegen"'

c) "ohne" f) "urn", etc.

8. be able to make an auditory distinction between: vowel sounds including
modified vowels, consonant blends (such as ch, sch, st, sp, pf, th), and digraphs
and diphthongs (such as u, I, v-(f), w-(v), eu, u, ei, du).

9. be af3le to understand Inverted word order (verb-subject) in sentences such as:'

. a) "Im Sommer lit die Wetter schOn.", tc. ,

10



peaking Lel el 3
.the end of LEVEL THREE the student should;

1. be able to carry oid and describe in German the iction which follows a mor0
conplex command such as:
a) "-Bringe die Limonade in den Kühlschrink ...."

"lcb bringe die Limonade in den Aiihischrank.
b) "Cege dein Ruch gegen-das Puttr; , "ich lege meineuch gegen das Putt.",

ea.
irA

2. be able to nibke efficient bral use of the plural'of some common nouns as well
as the plural fonts of verbS such as:

a) ;itch habe zwei Hände."
b) "Viir haben viele Deutschbacher."
c) "Habt ihr eure Siicher?", etc.

3, be able to make comet use of:fc,

a) simple Past of ,t'sein"
b) present perfect tepse Pother veirbs "Sie,haben enichts gesagt."

4, be- able to- Make correct use of the singular and plural adjectives in the
nominative and accusative.

'be' able to articulate ,characteriStic Gbrman speeih sounds such ap modified
vowels, digraphs, and diphthongs,' .

.6. be able to make correct use of therplurai form of the definite and indefinite ar.
tides in the, nominat.ive and accusative.

7. be ab e to make correct use of the 'prepositions with the accusative.

Reabing Level 3
By the end of LEVEL THREE the student ,should:

1. have a mastery of a basic s ght vocabulary -based on words appearing in oral
work up toNLevel Two.

have developed some word attack skills for analyzing newly encountered-words.
Such skills would include:
a) using picture clues
b) using context clues
c) being able to use all consdnant sounds in analyzing' new wards such as

"bekbmmen," "brauchenh, "das GeSchift"

d) reading vowel combinations such as "au", " i",."eu", "ie"
e). 'reading the German "r, etc.

ea

:1



3. hadVa greater ability to follow .a sequence of ideas, in reading pictures both
with and withoUt.apcolpanying printed text.

4. be abco read aloud simple textS.
`'

5. 'be able to.use word stems already learned to recdgnize the meaning of similar
fOrms when reading Such 'as:
a) "h.-Offen" as related to "hoffe"

"hoffnungsvoll" or "hoffnungslos", etc.,

6. be able to read with anderstanding simple and compound structures using the
interrogative,- oegative, simple past, and present perfect forms of those ex-
.presqions learned orally.

/. be able to use a bilingual dictionaey.

8. be able to rnake.correct use Of the plural form of the defin te and 4ndefInear
'tides in the nominativeand accusative.

9. be able to make correct use of the prepositions with the accusative.

*A.

ritinrLevel- 3
By the end of LEVEL THREE the student should:

c

1. be able to /peat. short, sentences in the normal word, order using the
VocabUlaty developed within the centres pf interest 'such 'ask
a) "Was 1St das? Das 1st ein Buch:"
b)_ "-Mr, gehen in die Schule."

"Ich Obe Met/len Freund gesehen , etc.

2. be able to recognize orilly and apply differences fn Gernian-English spellingest
a)' For the long "e", sound the English would use "el" and the German 'le"
b) For the long "I" sound the-English would use "le" and the German "err
c) For.the lir sound the German "th" is included, etc.

3. be able -to retognize orally and write correctly the sounds:
a) b) "6" c) "ii""

4.. be able to write correctly a short passage based on vocabulary land structures
already Mastered (except the past tenses).

be able to write simple and compound sentences using the interrogative and
negative withih th'i vocabulary learned orally.

4
*6
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listening anb unberstanbing
By the end of LEVU. FOUR the student should:

1. be able to listen with greater uhdirstanding to rhythm and the glottal stoe in
words and phraies sqch as: ik

a) "die Nation"
b) '"die Computerwissenschtift"
c) "Wir/eisen", etc.,

. be Ale'to understand a more expanded vocabulary in the areas of interest in-
dicated in Level Two and be able to understand simple words and phrases in
such expanded preas of interest as:

a) shopping e) post office

b) hotels and restaurants f) telephone

c) money and bank g) transportation, etc.

d) seasonal changee

. when presented orally.

'Lelia 4

4 .

. ,be able to understand simple idioms of
a) s "Jeden:Morgen,". "sEhde ,Jull"

b) "iCh bleibe stehen." .

.$). "Alias Gute zum Geburtstagl"
d) "bitievfel kostet ?", etc.
when pr9ented orally.

time and situation such
4

as:

be_,,able to follow with ease. cornpoOhd sentences using co-Ordinate con-
juncVons,'When these are presented. orally.

' 5 be !able.to underetnd the most cdrifm`brily Used form of the. eUbjunct (eg,
"rn8chtC, WoUld itke) When presented:orallY.
,

6, be able to understand the personal pronoun in the accusative when Oresented
'orally:
a) "mich"
b) "dich"
c) "unsl, etc.

kle able toiecognize the ddmonbtratives ("dies-, -Jen-, manch-, weich-,
solch-") used as pronouns and adjectivee in the hominatiVe'and accusative,
singular and pluial, when presented orally.

be able io rcognize the dative in:
a). case "Oen. Menscher"
b) prepasitions "aus,:auiler, bei, mit"
-c) verbs "hellen, danken"eetc.



9. be able to understand modal auxiliaries in the present and simple past forms
when heard orally..
a)* "la) kann sie 4verstehen.Pc

b) "lch, wollte einen Brief schreiben.", etc.

10., be able to follow the sequences of ideas in an orally presented story and write
down key words- and basic ideas in English.

peaking
. By the" end of LEVEL -FOUR the student should:

1. be able to produce the cdrrect rhythm stress, ahd the glottal stop within the
oraLvocabulary such as:

%a) "Donnerwgtferl"
b). '"dle Jahreszeit"
0) "August"' (foreign words stress lait'syl able)
d). "die Fotogfafi,e (foreign words stress last syllable)
e) "der/Abend?

f) "dai/Essee, etc
, -
belible to use the oral usage.of coMmon idioms df t meand situation Such a4:

a) "Jeden Abend"
sb) "i-ch machte gem;
0 "Wl.e;inge=-------?"
d) kostet

, e) "Mitte, März"
'f'rohe Oiterni4
'Vann kommsi clu?"i

3. -be able to use ,the modal auxiliary in the present and simple past forms;
.

4

a) "Ich' kohn Deutsch- sprechen."
, b) "Er rhufite Zu Hause blelben."

. .

,

4. be able to Use the personal pronoun in the accusative.

5. be able to uselhe demonstratives as pronounvand adjectives in the nominative
and accusative,' singular and plural.

tel. be able to use the dative in case, prepositions and verbs.
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Et ea bin g Leva

By the end Of LEVEL FOUR-the 'student skindd:

1. have a mastery of a basic sight vocabula y baSed on words eppearing in oal
work up to Level Three.

. ,

have the ability to read and follow a sequenceof ideas ma story and to select
main ideas from that 'story.

be able ,to read simpHfied material sucti as:
a) stories
13) nOn:fiction

have fuither strengthened word attack skills and is able to:
a) read digraphs such as "cr, ;.'ck"; "tz"," "sp", "st", and "pf".

-be:able t6 read, and translate into good English, simple German sentences.

By the end of LEVEL FOUR the Ftudent shou1d:

riting eve/ 4

1. be able to use the stern Of a word' to. form derivatives of the word such'is:
"Kommen" might be used .by the studentlo write "gekommen", "bekorii
men"

b) "Mien' might be used by the student to write "zuhören", "Ohoren!', etc.
.

2. have had experience in writing many variations of simple' ideas expanding on
sentences such as:

a) "Das ist ein ,Kugelschreiber" might be-used in variations changing the
original simple sentence by adding words' and phrases using a plural form,
reNacIng theLnoun, etc.

3. be able to take dictation of pre-read material:
...

4. -be able to take dictation of unseen Material appropriate to the student's level.

5. be able to recognize orally and write correctly all 'sounds of the German
language encountered to Level Four.

6. be able to write sentences using the modal auxfriliary, simple past, and present
perfect forms within the vocabulary learned orally.

k
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itottning aub . Unbetanbing
4

By the' end of LEVELtFIVE the student should:

1 'be able to follow 'simplified versions of fiction and non-fietionewhen presented
orally.'

2. be able to orally' recognize all of ttye possessive adjectives and the adjective
declenSions. I .

be able to4ecognize orally the future tense in questions and statements Exam-
.

pies might include:
a) "Er wird nach. Vancouver fahren."
b) ',Norden siv naCh osterreich fliegen?"

'
.

4. be a e-to recognize the genetive case (possessive) when it is presented orally.,

a) Dianas Auto 1st ein Opel und fährt sehr gut".
b) Die' Freiinde des Midchens lahren in die _Stadt, weil sle einkaufen

wollen.", etc.

be able to recognize complex sentences with subordinate cohjunctions such as:

...a) "wenn" b) "dail", etc.
Examples might, ihclude:
a) "Ich bin froh, dap' Ken gekommen 1st."

.b) "Wenn ,wir Ferien haben, reisen wir rtach Deutschland.",-etc.

Opeating Lettl 5
By .the end or L&VEL FIVE the student sIpuld:

1. be able io engage in dialogues Or short dramatizations which have either been
.movided or which the student*Iit ptepare ir advance. Examples of the level in7

tended might bet
a) "Wohin gehst du7

ich gehe hi die Stadt.
Was madhst du da?
lch gehe einkaufen.
Was .kaufst du gern?
Ich, kaufe eine Schallplatte", etc.

b) "dropmutter, Warum hest du so grope Augen?
Damit Ich dich besser sehen kann.
Oropmutter, warum hest du so groPe Ohren?
bamit ich *dich besser hören kann.
GroPmutter,. warum hest du so einen gropen Mund?
Ramit ich dlch besser freisen kann.", etc.

2. be able to make simple oral statements using the genetive case (ppssessive),
using mibordinate conjunctions, and using all adjective 'forms.

9/2



Reath% Level 5
By the end of LEVEL FIVE the studen.t should;

b. have a mastery of a basic sight vocabulary based on wordi appearing in oral
work up to Level Four.

. have further strengthened word attack skills and .is able to:

a) demonstrate understanding of the use of prefixes and suffixed.

b) '-read consonant blends including those caused by diminutive forms.

Examplos might include:
a) "das -Tischahen"

0) "nichts"
c) "das Siichiern", etc.

be able to demonstrate understanding of a sequence of ideas in narratives by,
making simple references and voicing ppinions in English.

4. be able to read simplified material, both fiction and non-fiction, using the
structures encountered to Level Four-, Examples might include:

a) news items

b) articles of speciaNinterest
c.) recipes

d). mystery stories, etc.

-By Ihe'imd of LEVEL FIVE the student choifl

have extended the ability to- use:

ritino Level

a) prefixes and suffixes in words such as "heEkommen",.-"Bedeufung" and
"Verzeichnis", etc.

b) correct spelling of consonant blends in words sUch as "das Hirschhcirn"
.and'"das Eichharnchen", "die Schiffahrt" and "die Fluggesellschaft", etc.

2. be, able to show att understanding of an oral,presentation in German by means
of .Written comments in bottl English and German.

.'3. be able to write short sentences in German describing or commenting on
passages read.,

4. be able to do simple trans1aion of Engfidh sentenCes into German.

. 28
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Ifittening anb unberotanising Le'vel

-By the end of LEVEL-SIX. the stcclent should:

1. be able to listen with greater understanding:
a)" following the general idea of more complex contemporary non-fiction.and

fiction material.
b). giving accounts in English of the main ideas and si`gnificant details within

the" more CorrPlex materiel,

2. be able to understand Idiomatic expressions of greater complexity, such as:
a) "sich euf den Weg %lichen"
b). "Aufriahmen macheir-
c) "Angst haben"
d) "Du kahnst mich gem .haben.", etc,
when presented orally..

3. be able to understand the use of "reflexive verbs and pronouns when presented
orally. Eomples might include: .)

, a) -"Der, Kellner wiischt sidh die Hände." ,

b) "Ken hat sich auf den Weg gemacht.", etc.

4. have an extended vocabulary of nouns, verbs and phrases within such areai of
interest. as:

a) time, date f) clOth'Ing

b) weather g) vocetions

C) food, restaurants. h) hopping

a) seasoni i) directions, etc.

e) travel

5. be able to recognize oraliy the past 'perfect tense form in questions and
statements. Examples Might include:
a) "Waren Sie auch in der SChweiz .gewesen?", etc.

By the end of LEVEL SIX the student should:

peaking Level 6

1,, be able to4prepare simple responsesin sentence form involving tenses covered
(present, past,future) and reflexive stru6tures within such topic of con-
-versatim as:
a) current interest items
b) local, national, and international news, etc.
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'rte

be able to participate in role-playing in short self-written dialogues and plays,
other than the known.filry tales, whereby idiomatic.expressions are used with
greater confidence and ease. Examples-of ittiomatic expressions might include:
a) "Die beldin machten sich auf den Weg . ."
b) "Warturn hest du Angst?"

3. be able to,recite such items as:
a) short saying "Haussprtiche".
b) short poems or song lyrics, etc.

4.. be able to engage in simple extemPoraneous conversationssovering situations
for 'which sufficient vocabulary ha,s been learned previously..

5. be able to independently make oral statements related to suckareas of intereSt
as:

a) time, date f) clothing
b) weather g) vocations .

a) food, restaurants 40 h) shopping

d) seasons i) directions: etc.
e) travei

Ry the end 9f. LEnL SIX the student shintld:

iltabing Lem 6

1. have a Mastery of a basib 'sight vocabulary baset on words appearing'in oral
. ,w04* -up. _to Level 'Five.

have berceme aware of simple connote ions andobvious shades of meaning
.§uch as:

aY "blop" and "rein"
b).. "das Band" and ."der Band"
c) "Keller" and "keltner"-
'd) "schlatri "weise7, and kiug" etc,

3! lie able to read Auch abstract words as:
a) "das Verstindnis"
b) "die Treue"
c) "die, Gemiitlichkeit", etc.

. 4. be able to understand the function of utility words such as:
c) "hair
d) "nicht wahr","etc.

a) le
b) "doch"

L.
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.

. have increased sensitivity within German readings. to:
a)._ ideas

b) cause and effect
c) .characterization
..d) colourful language, etc.:

5. be able to use the bilinguardictionary.

7. be able to read abridged or adapted read ng aterial.

a
By the end of LEVEL SIX the .student should:

1. .show increasing aw-areness of the functions words perform es parts.of speech
within sentences. k

,

2. become aware of shades of mean ng ancl the importancdof context in written
work.

"NI

riting Level 6

3. show increasing sensitivity to more colourful derrptive language in
describing ,sush things as:
a) size d) direction
b) shape e) cause and effect
c),- colour f) characterization, .etc.

be able to.Write in German short personal-lefters, short non-fiction paragriphs,,
or a galmary of narrative usingthe 'structures learned Orally up to Level Six..

5. The able to reply in written German to questions Riosed in German either orally
or in writing.

Fe
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Xila0140 Unber gtantlint
Bi ,.the epid of LEVEL SEVEN the studi.itt should:-

1.. have a keener awareness of similar. sounds especially with modified vOwels.,
:diphthongs and digraphs, Sudh as:

a) "kennen, können"
b) "sitzenIsetzen"
.c) "legen/liegen/Iiigen"

"das Feuer, die Feier", etc.

2. be able to understand all tenses of the modal auxiliaries except the future per-
fect when presented orally in statements and questions suchl as:

"Er hat es tun können.".
b) ."Hatte Ursula 1hren Koffer /Or die Reise packen wollenr
c) "Die Klasse wird, morgen nach Prince George fahren dürfenrIc.

be able to uhderstand a sentence using relative pronouns when these are
presented orally.' Examples Might
a) "Ernst, der 141 Hampurg war, kam nach Kanada."

4

peaking Lezti 7
By the end, of ,Lf VdEl.,SEVEN the' st*dent shoal&

. ,

,1., be i3bIe to conduct a prepared Conversation- -using tenses, and structures
dovered to this point as .the ..situation 'requires.' .

I
be able to condUct a sinipje unprepared conVersation using the present, past,
and present perfect tenses: *
be able to make simple oral statements and -questions in the past perfect amt.,.
/uture tenses. Examples might include:
a) "Ich war irn Kino gewesen."
b) "Werden sie. "auch nach Zurich kommen?':, ,etc.

By titc".nd of, LEVEL SEVEN the student should:

1. have a masteeY of.a basic sighf vocabulary.based on words appearing in oral
work up to Level Six.

. read elementary German fluently.

3. be able to demonstrate intellectual participation in fiction and non4iction
pieces whether read orally or. sidently, in class or independently.

)IIItt4. have read some German li' ure, written at a simple' level.

5. beable`to read, and translate Into idiomatic English, simple German passages.

;?7



By'the end of LEVEL SEVEN the Student slhoyld:

1. have a writing vocabulary OppPoximately half that of the reading vocabulary.

2: have developed sufficient vocabulary to feel capable of making contributions in
a %Men form despite a limited vocabulary.

3. 'be able to write in German coherent paragraphs or short compositions on a
givelt

4. be developing an ability to examine reading materials and be able to write short
comments..on elements such as:
a) plot
b) characterization
c) setting, etc.

riting Level

34
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ittitening. anb unte,rotanbing
By the end of LEVEL EIGHT *the student should:

1. be able' to listen 'to paragraphs taken from supplementary readers 0or "short
stories in the school library and retell in English the sequence of events,

2. recognize colourful language and beauty of expression in short literary
passages suCh as:
a) "Wer mit dem Leben spielf

Kommt nib zurecht.
Wer Sich nicht selbst befiehlt,
Bleibt ewig Knecht."

Goethe

3. be- aware of the often funny but logical origins of certain expressions and
word% such as:
a) "Handschuh" hand shoe.. glove
0) . "Armband" arm' band. bracelet

"Freibad" free bath outdoor pool, etc.

4. be able to understand the passive voice, the subjunctive mood, and conditional
forniV statements and questions when presented orally. Examples might in-
clude:

a) "Wenn wir "Geld hitten, warden wir nach Europa reisen."
b) "WUrdest du morgen kommen, wenn Ben fur dich Zeit itatte?"

c) "Dag' Auto wird tepariert.",

5. be able to understand indirect discourse when it is presellted orally. Examples
might inclUde:

-a) "Erika sPgt, sie gehe in die Stadt."( -

b) "Der Schaffner sagte, die Fahrgaste waren ausgestiegen.", etc.
Se.

By the end of LEVEL EIGHT the student should:

0

peaking lila

1. be able to conduct a more complex .prepared or unprepared conv,rsation using
clauses as well, as variety in word ord% such as:
p) . "Weil Ben kein Geld Ilene, muilte er zu Hause bleiben, ober es wollte oder

nicht.", etc.

2, be able, to use in prepared conversations ail grammatical structures en-
countered to this level.

3. be able to create with4a group of students a ten to fifteen minute conversation,
play, or other creative project in German.
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By the end )1 LEVEL EIGHT, the srUdent shi;old:

Ataiiing LetT1

1. hav'e a mastery of a basic sight vocabulary based on words appearing in oral
work up to Level Seven, .
be' able to read -slightly adapted and/or abridged fiction and non-fiction
material with a minimal use of the dictionary.

3. have read German'in translation including short stoii6irexcerpts of novels or
plays using spell__ authors as::'

aL,Ounter Grass
b) ,Heinrich Boll
e) '41hbrilas-Mann.

aw

d) Bertolct precht
e) Herminn Hesse
f) Friedrich Durrenmatt, etc.

By' the end. of LEVEL EIGHT the student 0ou1d:

1. have a writing vocabulary approximately hall that of the reading voCabulary.

. be .able ,,to write both formally and informally" for varied purPoses 'and
situations, Such types of Writing as:
a) insfructional
b) creatlVe

C) conversational, etc.

I I

ming 1-.71

3. be able to use effectively in simple written form all grammatical structures ex-
cept the passive voice, the subjunctive mood, andconditional forms.

4. be able to translate simple English paragraphs into German.

.5. be able to effectively use all the rules for-German punctuation which have been
acquired in an ongoing process.-

.0

6, be able to use effectively 'all verb forms including:
a) weak ,regu lar 4

b) strong irregular (all seven groups)
' c) mixed

Vs
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"LiOttning anb unberganbing
8.11 the end of LEVEL NINE the student should;

, .

. with necessary preparation be able to follow the general meaning of life-style
minversations in German in situations such as:-

a) education
b) current affairs

vocatioeis:

2. be able to- enjoy oral . presentations such as:

a) songs
)-

tiX drama

c) 'mUSicals '

after necessary preparation.

9

3., develop an awareness of mood, suspense and atmosphere as well as of set
and humor in orally presentid, literature.

4. have,an awareness 8f accent and modulation in words and sentences such as:
a) " 'Na ja, so Oh' in Gottes Nameni' seufgte die Mutter."

b) "Das wird es wohl stain!"
.c) "Karl der Grofie wur,c, amiWeihnachtsta im lahre 800 zum Kaiser-

gekront.", etc.

ippeaftpm
,By the end of LEVEL NINE the siudent should:'

1. with necessaryipreparation be able to respond in German to life-sty con-
versations In areas such as:
a)' education'
b) ,current affairs
c), voCations, etc.

Level 9

2. enjoy acting in skits designed in class or adapted from their readings, with
mores emphasis on such elements as:

a) correct speech habits .

b) oral portrayal of mood, suspense, and atmosphere

c) humour In speech, etc.



Reabing Level 9'
By the end of LEVEL NINE the student should:

1. have a master'Y of a basic sight vocabulary based on words appearing in oral
work up to Level Eiiht.

2. be able to read more frèqueritly, and with a niinimal use of the dictionary,
selected material.which is unabridged and unadapted. Examples might include:

. ofa) !sections o riewspppers and -magazines
b) ,short stories, etc.

By the end of LEVEL NINE the siudent should:

ritingi.!.-7.ei ..v

1. have a writing vocabulary approximately half that of the reading vocabulary.

2. be able to write in German on any. generat Interest topic' after adequate
preparation and _with the use of a dictionary.

eeee,
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ItSttntng anb unbergtanbtng t116
By 'the end of, LEVEL:, student. should:

1.:-; be ablito follow the gentiral meaning'of II conversatlons in German in
situlitions such as:

eduCation,...:z

bY- .current; affairs
-

vocatiofis, ett
.

be able to understand the future perfect In statementS and questions when:.
.presented orally., Exarnples might include:
a) "lbh v41,rde die St5dt f.ireder b6ucht .haben.'!
b) "Wirst dq morgen deine Freunde.besucht haben?",,,-itc.

I

botidOng L1 10
By, the end of LEVEL TEN the student :should:

1.- speak fluently in elementary German and be able to concentrate corwersation
on one topic.

2..' have mastery of batic words, structures, grammatic* concepts and idioms.

3. pe able to contribute effectively in group discussions and other oral projects.

Altabing Level

By the end of LEVEL TEN the student .should:,

.r. have a mastery of a basic sights vocabulary based on'words appearing. in o al
work up to Level Nine.

. .

2. be able to, read unadapted short storeis of moderate difficulty with -pleasure
and general understanding, although a .dictionary might be used.,

'HY the end of LEVEL _TEN ihe .stut*Ient should:

,1. have.a writing vocatiRlary approximately half that, of the reading vocabulary.

2. be able t'd write a obeript compositions in German' u'singall grammatical con-
stkuctIons encOuntered to this level within areas such as:

Level 10

a), education.-
b) current affairs
c) vocations, etc.
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Culture
By the end of the secondary German programme the student should:

1, be aware Of the highlights oif the history' of the German-speaking peoples..

2. be aware of the basic geography of countries in which German is the language
of a large portion of the population suCh as Gerniehy, Austria, and Swit-
zerland.

-be acquainted with manners of greeting and address 'some of which are-
charicteristic of Germin-speaking People. Example might include:
,a).. *air .Doidor"
b) ."Frau -Studienritin"
c) "Kass die Hand"
d) 46613 GottlYetc.

- r

4:, be- acquainted with festivals and celebrations characteristic , of German-
.. speaking peoples. eicamples might, include:

:

al oktoberfest
b) Karneval (FasciiIng)
a) Maifest
d) Weihnachtsfest ett

5. be acquainted with songs and folkdancing, old'and modern, characteristic of
.Genran-speaking peoples.

-6. be acquainted with -the expressions of art of the German-speaking peoples,
such as:

a) literature' (sagas, fairytales, mythology philosophy)
b) music (popular, symphonle, operatic)
c) visual art (architecture, 'Sculpture, pairitingy, etc.

7. be acquainted with 'costumes characteristic of German-speaking peoples,

a) Dirridlkleid
b) Ledérhosen, etc.

B. be aware of the different Characteristics of German homes which might in-
dude:
a) eiterior wall.paintings or proverbs in.southern Germany, Austria and Swit-

zerland

. b) use of stane building materials, etc.

9. be aware of similarities and differences between British Columbia's
educational system arid those of the German-speaking peoples. Such dif-
ferences might include:
a) streaming at different age levels
b) variations in programme offerings, etc.
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10. be aware of distinctive German leisure-time and vacation activities such asi .

a) hiking for young and old, family outings, imd excursions, weekend trips,
hostels.

b) walking in parks which 'contain flowering plants arranged in decorative
patterns and monuments to great poets, composers and heroes. Such
parks strictly forbid stepping on the lawns.

c) soccer and hockey
d) emphasis on fresh air and health as well as "Kur" ("Luft and Wassert,
. etc.

11. be aware of the location of represeeitative palaces, castles and churches ind
also be aware of their characteristics in different ages.

12 be aware'of German family traditions such as:
a) people whp still go shopping to the market place early In the morning to

get the best and freshest fruit, vegetables, meat, fish, flowers, etc.

be aware of the names and values of German currency such as:

a) Mark, Pfehnig

b) Schilling,Groschen
c) Franken, Reopen, etc.

1& be aware of typical loods and beverages.of.Ge man-speaking peoples such as:

a) "Eisbein, Bratwurst, S'auerbraten"
r

b) "Sauerkraut" 14.

c) "Apfelstrudel"
d) "Wienerichnitzel"

"Most'!, etc.

15 be aware of differences between the services offered 'by a German. and \
Canadian post. offipe *hich include: -

a) handling mail, telephoqe end.telegraph
b). handling most local* and long distance bus sell/ ces

c) handling-banking, etc..
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Current reotartb on iseconb
language learning

A

in the modern world, people who cannot speak at least two langUages are
obsolete.

Barbara Ward (Lady Jackson)
British Economist
Speaking at Carleton University
Ottawa!'

He wpo knows no foreign language knows very little of his own.

Goethe

If anY man can prOperly appraise the value cif something he does not
possess; I would place knowledge of languages high on the list 'of
requirements for success.

Lord Beaverbrook
Canadian born dmillionaire
Tridustrialist2

Many prominent people support second language reaming. This paper examines
currtipt research into the Importance of learning the 'language, the ideal *stage in
child development to begin the study, of a second language, effective language
teaching, how children learn languages,,and. several other factors to be considered
In setting up a language programme. The bibliography on which this research paper
is based was established in consultation with Dr. Ruth White (U.B.C.) Kathryn
Smith (U.B.C.), Dr. Barfty Bartlett (S.F.U.), Dr. H. Brockhaus (W.W.S:C.), and Dr. H.H.
Stern (O.I.S.E.).

'As clted'in Penfield Wilder, Second Thouslos, 1970, Toronto, McClelland. and Stewart, p.- 27,

:As cited in Parker, William R., The NaIiinurl Interest ;mil Foreign Languages 1961, Washington(U.S, Dept. of State, p. 115.



bat to tbe importance of
learning a oeconb language?

Before considering any of the factors surrounding learning a second language, it is
necissary to ask questions about its importance.

Several important by-products Occur in the learning of a second language. Maria
Alter, e. weil-known,teacher of dermal% claims:

Learning a foreign language leads to appreelating and understandiniother
peorile what they have in common, but also (in) their differences.3

Sensitive language teaching is surely not only presenting vocabulary and drilling
verbs. Studying the kind of people who speak the other tongue, what they have'for
breakfast, how they spend their Sunday afternoons, what music they listen to, Is
also vital. A better understanqng of other countries prevent-s us from believing
misinformation and forming generalizations, such as that all Frenchmen overin-
dulgi in rich food or ghat Germans run everything with military precision.

With the awareness that other people speak and do things in other ways we realize
that odr own nation is just one of many great and different ones.

The cultural value of foreigtn language teaching Is great and irreplaceable.
It develops and sharpens the intellectual.facilitlei, widens and eariches
the mind, ennobles thet spirit,'"and aims it against prejudice and national
complacency, facilitates contact with other peoples and other
cultures . .

We hear of a "shrinking.world" and a "global village"; all the more reasOn why we
mustlearn to appreciate our Canadian neighbour, and neighbour nations, thrgugh
language study.

Besides' helping our children to understand other people, we try today to prepare.
them for a very uncertain future:

... to teach theni how to adapt to still fluctuating ideals, ways of life and
. problems, jobs and environments language plays a key role in such

tralning.3
As they are forced to think and speak in a way which is new and strange to them
they may become more psychologically adaptable by bein'g freed from the bonds of
their awn culture and gaining a new perspective on other ways of living.6

Another value in acquiring a second tongue has been expressed by a British Colum-
. bla educator, Dr. Chant:

--

Knowing a second language is a useful acComplishment, especially In
thes' times when travel, to othir lands is much more common than for-
rerly, and when many occupations require a knowledge-of some language
other than one's- own.7

mot, Luria P., 44-- Maslow Cam fa* Gomm 1910, Amarloan Auoclation of Teachers of Garman, p. 13.

. Dien IL Van, "The Cultigli Value of kaolin LanguagetTeaching", Modern Liquor foams,. vol. 48, no. 1), Dec.
p. 482:* 18.9. .

,

"Chastain, Kenneth, The Divelapaunt of Mootaral_Laagsage Skins: Theory to Prartice. 1971, POWWOW*, Centre for
Curficukon Development. Inc, p. .19. r

'Cheat Saf.F., C. M.oyml Coavaaisaioa e taluoilloa Repays, 1960, Province of B.C., p. 316.
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Today we British Columbians can be in any European capital within half a day of
leaving our doorstep..Leisure time is steadily increising for people in many oc-
cupations and expensive trips may be quite easily financed. How Much more rewar-
'ding travelling.is when we can actually speak with the natives of the country we are
visiting, and not be forced to rel9 on such frustrating and unnatural means of Corn-

, rnunication asosign language, pocketdictionary, or an intermediary such as a tour
guide! Even a jimited knowledge of another tongue is valuable in travel.

a foreigner coming to a country with some knowledge of its customs
and some interest in iti language is often 'especially .weicome.9.

Particularly in countries whose irihabitants liave. long since learned to expect
foreigners to show no interest in the language of the country, the visitor who has
made the.. effort to learn, a little of the other tongue, .even 'enough to say- the tie

eqUivalent of "thank you", meets with special friendliness.

Further, being bilingual is useful; if not essential, for many occupations in Canada
today, including the civil service, the travel industry, journalism, teaching, univer-
sity research, business, and federal politics. Also, language skills allow
geographical mobility to take advantage of promotional opportunilies in French-
Canada or in countries outside the North .American continent. In fact, Kithout them-
there is little opportunity for anyone to go to another country and experience
satisfying intercultural cemmunication.9

Many international organizations find it wise to have their agents and employees in
foreign places speak the language of the country they are working in..

Business has found that by the adoption of foreign languages not only its
representatives but the companies involvecj are treated with a great deal
more respect and appreciation.- And the interchange of business activities
is accomplished more quickly and efficiently.20

As one language teacher phraseS it:

Language, once, it is gained, can be put to work-for you. It can help you in
your business or occupation, in yoUr social life, in9our travels,ln your en-
joyMent of the world in general. It expands your, horizons, and makes ac-
cessible to you the treasuries of world thought, both in your own chosen
line of endeavor and in that broad field of leisure which modern
technology has .put within reach of practically, all. men."

*Pei, Maria, Language for Everybody WhArt It II and How To Master it, 1956, New York. Davin-Adair Co., p. 20,

"Lanes, Dale E., E. James. and J. Charles, (eds.), Foreign Lirn,guage triucatIon; Reappraisal. 1972, Illinois, National Test.
book Co., p. 365.

loParkar, Op. cit., p. 113.

op. cit., p. 21..
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t thud age to learn
mobern language ?

Who has not remarked how a young child coming to cimada from a foreign coUntry
will be chattering in English with a light accent, itany a matter of months?

And who cannOt polht to adults who, after decades of speaking English, still bear
the distinct traces Of their native tongue in pronunciation,, intonation, and Word or-
der? Almost certainly these people immigrate:Ito Cartadalh their middle teens Or
later.

\ At the same time, I order to acquire a second language in the way a young child
learns to speak his native tongue, and given the average amount of time one spends
in lartguage classes, one woulti have to stucty a language from age-nine to age fifty-,
five in order to acquire the fluency of a six year old child.

The, arguments for beginning the learning of a second language at the elementary
level are'very powerful supported as they are by practical experience by Dr. Wilder
Penfield, Canadian neurologist,2 and even in .some senses by the much quoted

.Clare Burstall in the recent British studi

These arguments focus on the value of beginning, the Jearning of the second
language at therelementarty level in order to acquire nativOike pronunciation, good
listening comPreheesion, willingness to communicate and positive attitudes
toward the other culture.2

What then .if the opportunity,of early language learning is missed? Some significant
research results noW enter the discussion. The Burstalistudy indicates that begin-
ning language learning at the secondary level does not mean that stUdents will not
speak and listen.well though perhaps not quite as well as those who began at the
elementary leVel. In .addition, the older age is ideal for acquiring readihg .and
writing

The.Burstali team supports the claim 'of prominent language educator J.B. Carroll
that:

the most iMportant factor in foreign language acquisition-may well prove
to be the total ambunt of time spent actively In the learning situatiori,
rather than the age of the learner at the beginning of the learnihg process.'

.

Late learners may be cheered .by the evidence that the length of time is more vital
to success than the span of tiine over which a second language is studied. Burstall .

foUnd that when the- experimental pupils were compared at age, 13 with control
pupilt of the same age, but who had.been learning French for a shorter period, the
performance of the experimental students in achievement- was consistently
superior to that, of the control group.5 Michael Buckby, ,in his analysis of the
N.F.E.R. report,*also,.agrees that the length of exposure tci a foreign"language is of
crucial importance.5

141son, 611%040 117a tallow Theoiy to Practice, 1964; New York Hermon, Bruce & Weald, fnc., p.

117.

2-Burstall, CL,r Primary'Frttfch in the Balance, 1974, Windsor, N.F.E.R. Publishing Po., Ltd.

leurstall, op cit, p. 190.

.44/. ciL, p. 34.

lop cif,. p. 122.-

Uchaif Is Prbnary Prat Reatly irr 11w Mance', unpublished report, 1975, Language Teaching Centre, Univer.
slty of York, England, p. 4.
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refore, adolescents may be reassured that theyere able to learn a language very
II in spite of not starting their study until secondary school. What different

'abilities do they possess which will unterbafance the age factor?

Although ple capacity for easy imitation is diminishing

The older learner . . may compensate for these handicaps by the strength
of his motivation, by mature insight into the value of the learning process,
and by having specific goals that serve to focus. the effort' .

. -

Assuming that it ca4 be a "handicap" to pronunciation and comprehension to come
later to language study, what then are the compensations?

First, older sitidents areprobablibetter.Motivated to learn because they,,are able to
'untlerStand more,clearly tile value-of having another language. For 'thert the op-
portunitylor travel and jobs is nearer at hand and ttie capacity to appreciate other
cultures is better developed. No doubt they have taken a larger part than the
younger children in the decition to enroll in, the particular language courSe.
Second, older students are naturally more exPerienced the: learning. process.'

J. May have.a better developed capacity to memorize, to analyze and to generalize,
'and so are able to absorb a greater amount of learning In the space of time allotted

them.lhird,,older pimils are more accustomed to learning IndirectlY, that Is, by-the
: written apprOach to a Abjectrby association' and synonyTt. So they will probably
finii printed ."props" helpful and reassuring iN

We may think of rt this way: -the younger student brings primarili 'physical ad-
vantages, and the older, ''mainly intellectual advantages to the learning situation.
"As the curve 'of learning by imitation declines with increasing age, the curve of
learning bY analysis 'rises."'

All that any. person needs, to learn a Jereign, languagf successfully, is ,

freedom from fear of being COnspicuous by making."funny noises" of ,new
associations of form and meaning; a reasonably good memoryi and a.
,wHilngnessUi progress by trial, amq error, not being afraid CI make ,
mistakes, but bejng willing to learn from those one vkes. AH of theSe:-
Prerequisites are matters of attitude, rather than of inhate ability. Given
these attiti.ides and a reasonable ,amounlLof energy and application any
normal person ... can learn a new language sutcessfully.9

An item concerning response fo the other culture should probably also be mentioned.
Effective languageprogrammes include as one of the goals the development of
pèsitive feelings toward the' culture concerned. However, Burstall's findings sup-
port:

the view Put forward by Lampert and Klineberg (1967) that affectionate
and outgoing attitudes toward foreign peoples reach their peak at about
the age of' ten and, thereafter become progressively less favorable.10

Teachers'attempting to reach this goal should not become discouraged at what,
research indicates is an inevitable decline in such positive feelings. At the same
time, teachers should continue to teach interesting and current information con-
cerning the culture in order to place the language In its true context and ih order to
stem the tide of declining, attitudes as ,much as is possible.

?Bunton, op. at, P. 115-
*Brooks, Balsam lAlfeigt end tangoage Learnittr Theory to Practict 1964, Haw York. Harcourt, Biwa & World, inc., Ix

117.

*Halt Robert A. Jr, Nno Ways to Leant a iorrtipt LaNguage, 1966, Hari York, Bantam, p. 113.

*Ouritatl, p ett p. 167.
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A further area of Particular problem to adolescents is confklence in speaking the
language. Burstall reports that for all adolescents, although not so strongly among
those with elementary experience, there was:

an increasing anxiety regarding the necessiti! to speak in French"

which is supported by Ferri in studies of Other' subject areas. These studies in-
dicated that high-achieving students, and especially girls, gave greater evidence of
anxiet*about school work in general than did any other group of siudents.12 Again,
the goal of facility with speaking Should be maintained but the teacher should un-
derstand the particular problem adolescents face.

In concluilon, before we ask if there is ideal age 'to start learning a second
language, we must, first determine the reason for studying -it.

Each agebf 'learning has i owh particular advantages and disadvantages.
Therefore, rather than asking Avhether language learning ai stich and such
an age is effective, the question should -be: How can one' create an en-
vironment In which effective language learning can occurP3

.

We are -aware.that one of the most determining factors in success in any learning
situation Is motivation. The desire to achieve in secend language study will go a
long way towards compensating' for what could be a. disadvantage, for example,
.starting German at 14 ahd hoping to speak without an accent. Although we cannot
'control the motivation our students bring to the second language classroom, 'nor
sometimes their age, We can influence their attitude; and thus their success, by
providing a happy andeencouraging study. environment.

Time and attitude undoubtedly override age, as lac:tors in second language pet-
formante. The number of häUrs spent in studying the language plus a desire to Sue-
deed are more crucial to achievement than whether the language was introduced at
8, 11, 14, or 18!

114 ciL.p.

Iiitar. cit.

Aniuckby, op. cit.. citing Stern, p. 14.

st
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*au bo organ4ationat factorti
,4aftut tbe Muting of a getonb

language ?
Choice of Teacher ,

At the secondary level, where a teacher seldom instructs the same class in more
than one area, the language teachers should ideally be specialists, able to devote
more time to immer'sing themselves in 'all aspects of I. e teaching. It is im-
portant to note that the Burstail study states:.

: . effective teaching is considered a more JiMportant Pactof than
linguistic proficiency in determining, the:- pupirs 1.300 of tichi4vement in
French,

although bOth factors have a positiye correlatiorl to achievement.

On-going intensive in-service is necessary to maintain and enlarge effective second-
language teaching techniques and linguistic proficiefty. It is particularly important
in British-Columbia because of its geographic isolation, separation from' a distinct

. grouping of German-speaking people, and the,expense of travelling to countries
where the language Is continually spoken..

Size .of Class'

Warty writers. in the area of second language leinin feel that:

. :. the alert and vigorous teacher can accom1ia great deal even will a It

class of twenty-five or thirty. But anyth.ing 'over thi y is unmanageable, by
"any method whatsoever, ..

,

In a class of 15 the child'i chance of having the teacher's undivided attention is x

twice ;IS great as in a class of 30. Repetition, so essential to the acquisition of a
language, can be done in groups, but ir this waY a teacher cannot so easily detect
individual weaknesses and' mistakes.

However, the findings of the primary stage of the Burstall experiment didnot in-:
dicate that the level of achievement.whether rated by objective iests or by in-
spectors, was related to the size of the class, Nevertheless., the report
acknowledged that pupils in smaller classes ,have more opportunity of practising
their oral French and. the slower children hive a better chance of partiqipating in
the lessoni.kThe N.F.E.R. study found that teachers of smaller classes showed a
significantlYftre 'positive' attitUdeto teaching the language than those of large
classes.4 Their lighter work load is botknd, one way or another, to affect the at-'
mosphere of ihe class.

t

,Butatall, Clare, Primary Ftertet in the Italaaav, 1974, WIndaar,: N.F.E.R. Wishing Co., Ltd., p. 204,

*Halt Robin A. k., Noe Way o. Lon. le Foreign Language, 1966, Now York, Bantam, p. 82,

ap, cit. ,p, 200.

*gr. eit., P. 68.
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Interrupted Learning

As any other skill, language grows rusty with lack of practice. Even though a
language skill -is never/entirely lost

. after many years of disuse an adult who takes up skating, say, can
learn the skill quiekly if he reallsk possessed it in childhood.5

4 4

" it is wise to avoid interrupted learning.

'Seiresterini, a form of ,interrupted learning tn the secondary school, should be
avoldedrif at an possible in the study of another language, or should allow for con-
tinuous study from one sernester to the next within the school. year.

I
The pupils must have the opportunity to exercise their growing skills every
day .. . if they are to retain and use with facility what they are learning.6

sirle language learning is a continuous process, to cause periods of inactivity, is
harmful as welt as inefficieV. Once a foundation of speech is laid, it must im-
mediately and constantly be built upon or the refreshing and revkewing Which is
necessary following a break in instruction will slow down the learni rocess.

*Parko, Will4iam R. The Nsiksol Weal and Foreign Lague^ 1941, WashihrOit, U.S.. DWI. ct %Mk p. 138.
A

'Maws, Wiip PA.. Ted:eking FIntign ,Lasguage Skills. 1968, 1ccç Univwsity of Chicago Press, p. p16.

ft
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bat Ober factor's oboulb he
congibtreb in a getonb language_

programme ?
The Students' Ability

Should children of less than average intelligence be depriveO,of the opportunity to
learn another language?

... students who score low, on- aptitude tests, but are motivated to
language study, can be successful)

claim several British language educators, and -also that

. verbal ability is independent of "higher" mental processess such as
generalization, abstraction, judgment, and reasoning.2 Gardner and Lambert, known
for their study of bilingualism in Montreal elementary schools, claim in a-study of
secondary school language 'learning:

Intellectual capacity ... appears to have little to do ... with,the ability to
speak French properly ...-to acquire a characteristic accent, or to corn- b
prehend complex discussions in French.3

Primary teachers in the N.F.E.R. experiment, the majority of whom were impressed
by the progress of pupils Whose ability had been measured less than average in
other subjects commented that

... children of below-average ability irc other subjects should definitely
learn French as they Often gain confidence in the mainly Oral subject,
despite their lack of ability in written subjects.4

According to Burstall, learning an oral subject can be a refreshing change to pupils
who in other areas ar,c1. "bottling with written words, letters, sentences, and, gram-
mar." However, with-the introduction of reading and 'writing, progress of students
'in the lower dbility range was slowed considerably. In the Gardner and Lambert
study, competence in French grammar, vocabulary and reading appear to be
directly related to I.Q.

Therefore, it Is likely that within the increased oral-aural emphasis of new secon-
dary language programmes, students of lower academic ability will be more corn-
foitable. The.writing and reading aspects, however, are likely to cause them the
same problems they do in other subject areas.

'Law. Dela E., Britannica Review of Foreign Language Education, vol. 1, 19684, Chicago, Encylopadla Brltannlci, 13.

47.

21.ang4, Daly E., E. Jamas. and J. Char**, (ads.), Foreign Logsoge Education; A RcapprotteaL1972, Skokie, Illinois, National
Textbook Co., p. 172. 4

18u/staff, Clam Primary French' in At Bataiwa1974, Windsor, N,F.E.R. Publishing Co., Ltd, 65.

'ioc, cit.

'Gardner, R.C. and W. Larribert, A ftitudn rind MatitVelat IN Setcond Lortguage Levthrg. 2971, Rowtert, Masa., Newbury Haus*
Pub., pp. 36-37.
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The Students' Background and Self

Students' background, and to a much less.degree their sex, may influence their per-
forinance in second language:studies. Dr. Burstall presents evidence that the
students' socio-economic background influenced their success in French:

On each occasion of testing, high scores tended tQ,coincide with high-
status parental occupation and lov. . scores with low-status parental oc-
cupatkon,6

She cites four other educational researchers whose views support her own,' con-
cluding th'iit professional class parenth give more encouragement to their children
in a new learning experienc and have higher, eIpectations of thetr academic
progress.1 These parents pr ly understand more clearly the value of foreign
languages as an opener of oors to activities they foresee tor their sons anq
daughters, whereas children of semi-skilled or unskilled parents,' who themselves
have not hadlhe opportunity or desire to study another language, are more likeiy to
pick up at home the spoken or unspoken message that achievement in this area is
not a high priority.

The report notes also that a history of failure in other school subjects, which again
is felated to background, tends to give children low expectations of themselves in a.
new learning situation (in this case, a second language). However, this is not con-
fined to second languages, and should not be used to dissuade children of .low
socio-economic background from taking it. Coleman, in his massive study in this
same area, strongly indicated that socio-economic background is the single most
determining factor in educational achievement in all 'subject areas.s

Is it true that girl6' learn languages more eas(ly than boys? Dr. Burstall reports that:

In the field of foreign language learning ... there are few, studies which
have supplied data on sex differenCes in achieveMent ... Carroll (1963)
did report that girls showed a slight bUt significant superiority to boys in
foreign language aptitude . es

She found-that during the primary stage of her study on how French is learnect girls
achieved somewhat better.than boys. She warns, hoWever, against assuming that
girls are bettereqUipped mentally to deal with another language. Evidence tends to
show that' social cultural pressures on the young girl motivate her to achieve in
language study.'s Still a common attitude among many people is that acquiring a
secoitiklanguage is more suitable or admirable for girls than for boys.1,

As in other school subjects at the secondary level, the-difference between the two
sexes in second language achieVement almost diminishes. At this stage, there may
be another reason why girls do slightly better than boys. Another language,
especially French, may seem mor relevant to traditional female employment op-
oortunities, suth as teaching aj.d travel hostessing.

4e4Atall, op. cit.. p. 31.

lioc. cit.'

*Coleman, James S., Equality of Eolutationiil Opportunity, U.S. NO. of Health, Education and Welfare, 1966.

*Burstall, up. cll., citing Douglas (1964), Wisonthal (1965), Morrill (1966),iind Lunn (1970), Ix 29.

loop cit p. 30.
slop cit., p. 60.
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Effect On Other Subject Areas

Unfertunately, almost all of, the studies on the effect of studying a second language
on achievement in ot r areas has been conducted at the elementary level. ,it seems
that, provided that mother tongue is well established at the introduction of
another language, . st studies show that learning a second language has no
significant effect on the achievement in other areas of the primary school
curriculum.

Carron (1960) and Pis (1967) found that teaching a few minutes of, second
. ,

language eact day in the elementary school had. no adverse effect on reading
proficien4 and general school achievement.12

. .

Leino and .Haak (1963), after a three year study on the teaching of Spanish .to
elementary schoolichildren in Minnesota,,, concluded that: ,

... the deletion of tirne from arithmetic, language and social studies to
devote to the study of Spanish had no detrimental effect upon measured
achievement in the subject area from which, time was taken),

Burstall suggested that the effort made by less able students to understand spoken'
French helped improve their poWers of concentratioh:

In Frenchjessons, children have to liSten particularly carefully and this in-
tensive Irstening, which can carry over into other subjects, is especially
good for the least ableA4

The Canadian team of Lambert et al from McGill University, who for a number.of
years inifestigaied the intellectual and emotional effects of using French as a
medium of instruction at the kindergarten and elementary levels, found (1973) that

Experimental pupils reach as high a level of achievement on tests cif basic
skills which involve the use of their mother tongue at' do control 'pupils
whose early education has followed a conventional monolingual pattern.,5

There seems therefore to' be no proof that the learning of a second language is
harmful to other subject areas but ,some evidence that it may.stimulate other
studies.

p. 42,

"op. cit.. p. 43.

14up. cit., p. 208.

!sop. vit., p. 43.



bat are !tome ouctegotut tvapo.
of teatbutg a econb language?

We have now looketat why we teach modern languages, how age effects their fear,
ning, and what various ottiel factors influence language teaching. What then are the
best ways of, teaching another tongue?

I.
To begin.with, we shall want to discuss with the student; the reasbns why they are
.learning a new language: a deeper understanding of different cultures, practice in
changing mental habits,,more enjoyable travelling and better opportunities for cer.-
tain jobs.

You may want to tell.them that

'- -The new language you are learning will be easier if you do not expect it to
behave jjke English. It will have different sounds and its words will hi0e
different kinds of meaning fitted together in un-English ways.,

Most of the methods used with the pre-adolescent will be employed witholder
pupils, with modifications appropriate to their age.

Clasitoonrsurroundings,should be attractive and stimulating, evoking the country
where the language is spoken. Why do we bother at this level with colourful travel
Rosters, Ohotographs, objects_and written information relating to the foreign coun-
try? Burstall claims that When pupils- are brought into contact with other cultures
their ability to understand other peoples'.feelings and to appreciate details of other
peopleS' behaviour is developed More rapidly than when they are learning a foreign
language in alnonocultural setting.a Hopefully, the atmosphere of the classroom
will encourage the students to want< to visit .the coUntry. As Burstall says

. .. mere learning Of the foreign language is not enough to promote
positive attitudes toward the foreign Culture . It was found repeatedly
that pupils who had been to France differed signifiCantly in attitude and
achievement from those who had not had this opportunity.3

Because of the later start, time is. more of the.essence. The teaching approach will
sñift in emphasis from "see-hear-say" the w&k to "hear-say" or "read-sat".
However, it is wise to use as a general guide that kearing-should prkedel speakin&
translation kept to a minimumr long periods of passive listening avoided, reading
and writing delayed until the puilifs become familiar with the sounds of_the speech.
Grammar, taught in the context of a spoken phrase or reading passage, will be dealt
with more deeply and. frequently.'

Because the Secondary students are bringing to language learning knowledge otothe
learning process, a greater capacity to memorize, higher analytical abilities', and a
new focus in learning primarily through reading and writing rather than orally, a
more' systematic approich to language learning than that used at anelementary
level including "traditional" methods can, and should, be Used. The Burstall studies
indicate that this approach is also favoured by students.4

Vetch, Coolie! p. (WA "Advice to the Unisuacle.Leanier", Miistow Lanpage (=nal, May,. 1966, p. 261.

*Burg:ail. Clew Primary Pooch he the Bigince4 1974, Windsor, N.F.E.R. Publiehh* Co., 1.td., p 226.

lop ciL p. 235.
40p. cit., P. 160:
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However, in using the s,tutients' new abilify to learn through analysis; through
. reading and writing, we must always remember that today it is more important that

another language be taught to. beisPbken. Well-known U.S. language teacheri Wilga
River, puts- it this Way:

.

Students come to the study of foreign language in high school with the
strong conviction that language means 1,'something spoken". They a're often
discouraged and lose interest when .they find that the foreign language
studY is just like other school subjects, "learning a whole lot of. stuff from
a book," and that being ableto speak the larfguage is some far-distant goal,
attainable after 'years of uninteresting and uninspiring labor.5

*Fun should be .part. of language Jearning, at the higl; school level, too:

If we try to project what a student is likely to remember 10 or 20 years af-
ter his exposure to second language instruction, it-seems certain that he
Will remeMber the big splash activity, the flamboyant flair, th'e bubbly
brouhaha rather. than the, day-to-day _conventional curriculum. Many
teachers should treat the preparation for these programs aS part of the
curriculum:Imehing the vocabblary and strisctures, teaching-the dialogues
and dialogue adaptatiorrteaching the songs, the gestures, the information-

. needEd for making suitable stage scenery and props, writing the letters of
invitation .. .6

Some U.S. secondary sdhoOls include in their foreign language courses sections
which are bbth imaginative and practicak "German for Travellers" involves reading
about Germany, using mapsi reading timetables, watching films, speaking with
local German-speaking residents, and learning how to Ofeck into a hotel and order
meals. Another school offers Spanish for careers, where roles are acted out in a
simulated doctor's offiCe, restaurant and airline facility., What learning activity
could be More relevant to real life situations?

tWe must, at all 4evels, find the approach and activities most suited to our
capabilities and to our students'. needs. We must be flexible in our teaching
methods, but neVer lose sight of two facts. First, a language' must be constantly,
spoken and Used.Second, almost certainly we shall not produce truly bilingual
people in the present system, so if we pass on to our students a willirigness to try to
communicate plus an affection and respect tor another language and culture we
haVe done well!

sRlvers, Wilga M,, I ern-lung 1 orogn' 1 anguage *Ms. 1968, 'Chicago, University of Chrcago Press, p '161.

'Lange, Dale E., E. James, J. Charles, (eds.), Forogn I,anguage Film a !Ion A Reapprap:al, 1972, Skokie, Illinois, National Text-
book Co., p. 206.
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I

Conettigiono auto cautiono

6

Conscious of these recent findiris what can we expect in the 70's and 80's,froin
second language 'teaching in British Columbia?

nrit, we must keep in mind that all these studies, no matter how impressive they
might appear, have their limitations. Language learning is not a cut and dried mat-
ter and many of the research conclusions are subject to dispute. However, we can
learn much from these current studies and from those yet to come:

Present knowledge about language teaching is not complete, and the
modern language teacher should remain receptive to continuing in-
novations in the field.,

With regard to the best time to introduce a scond language into the curriculum:

In the 60's the mistake was made of expecting miracles merely by starting
young. The mira-cles have not come about. Starting late as such is not the
answer either.2

The conclYsions seem to be that at each age the student brings special abilities to
learning a second language and that best resiilts can be achieved if these abilities
can be capitalized upon.

If we are pensible we da not set' oLir hearts on produaing truly bilingual peOple. Oyr.
culturally isolated geographical location, the great financial cost involved in setting
up an effective language programme, and our lack-of skill and fluency in another
tongue Mitigate against it. Traditionally, competence in reading and writing has
been easier to accomplish in a setting like ours, with the problem lying in the area
of understanding and speaking However, we must teach a language to be spoken,
constantly stressing and encouraging the aural-oral aspects.

'1

What then can we realistically hope to achieve in the way of language skills? We
ran expect that-our students dev.elop. abilities in comprehension and speaking .
ranging from basic communication: "One ticket to Geneva, please" to an actual

'working knowledge of the foreign languake; for example, the ability to discuss in
simple .terms .a movie seen recently. And even more important, we hope that
although our students may not always.speakkperfectly they are always willing to.try
to coirimimicate.

So besides hoping that a second language 'can make a valuable contribution to the
educational.development of our children, let us `ask if the language' we teach can be
acutally used. This is our* challenge.

- 4
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